FEMSSISA PRIMARY ENGLISH OLYMPIAD:
GRADE 7
QUESTION BOOKLET

DATE: 16 - 30 SEPTEMBER 2021
TIME: 60 MINUTES
Instructions:
1. This booklet has 6 questions.
2. Answer on the paper below.
3. Read the questions carefully before answering.
4. Visit the websites: www.saolympiads.co.za.

_______________________________________________________________________

NAME OF LEARNER:

SCHOOL:

GRADE:

QUESTIONS
1. Select the antonym which matches. Write the letter in the blank column.
WORD
1. democracy
2. extravagant
3. investigate
4. awesome

CHOICE
A. case
B. unimpressive
C. oppression
D. cheap
E. monarchy
F. ignore
(4)

ANSWER

2. Select the synonym which matches. Write the letter in the blank column
WORD
1. create
2. develop
3. example
4. comical

CHOICE
A. build
B. illustration
C. problem
D. find
E. laughter
F. generate
G. evolve
H. funny
(4)

ANSWER

3. Underline the appropriate word
3.1 The building of the dam will have a profound (effect/affect) on agriculture in
the region.
3.2 The organization was (complimented/complemented) for the sterling work it
did during the pandemic.
3.3 Desiree was convinced that the letter was (among/amongst) the papers in her
cupboard.
3.4 A prominent family decided to (emigrate/immigrate) to an undisclosed
country because of the instability in the area.
(4 x 2 = 8)
4. Rearrange the words to make complete sentences.
4.1 the / arguably / she/ job / person / for / is / best / the /

4.2 of / cold / result / unusually / is / climate / a/ change / weather / as / the

4.3. of / community / the / always / fortunate / those / support / members
/ are / less / who / the

4.4 is / solve / needed / an/ approach/ country’s/ innovative / to / the / problems

(4 x 3 = 12)
5. Write down the converse of the following statements.
Tick the appropriate block. √
First state whether the statement is true; not necessarily true or false.
State whether the converse is true; not necessarily true or false.
Example: Statement
If a person is blind, then that person cannot see.
If a person cannot see, then that person is blind.
5.1 If a person is on diet, then that person is expected to lose weight.
Statement: True

Not necessarily true

false

Not necessarily true

false

Converse:

Converse: True

(4)

5.2 If there is protest action then the school is likely to close.
Statement: True
Converse

Not necessarily true

false

Converse: True

Not necessarily true

false

(4)

6. LOGIC
6.1 Write down what you deduce from the following statements:
• Patricia and Shane are siblings.
• Nosipho and Andrea are siblings.
• Patricia and Nosipho are siblings.

(4)
TOTAL: 40

